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We have asked our students these questions and here are their answers
I almost never come in time for school but I’m always ahead for dates especially with
blonde tall girls!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! No need to explain why!!!!!!!! ---A TRUE DON JUAN from XII E
For me it’s always a matter of getting dressed !!!!! It takes so much time to decide upon the right
clothes that I forget about the time and I’m late….!!!! Sorryyyyy !!!
A FASHION FREAK GIRL from X A
Why is it so important to be on time anyway???? School is open all day long and it is
borrrrringgggggggg !!!!!! So don’t expect t me to be there every day and on time on top of
that !!!???!!!
A TRUE LOVER OF WASTING TIME -----from IX A seral

There is so much to enjoy in this life. Take sleep for example !!!!!!
What better way to start a morning than being lazy in bed……!!!!!
I do imagine you agree!!! So there shouldn’t be much comment upon the fact that I am
always late for the first class especially if it is Math !!!!
COSTEA ALEXANDRU – I PL
A CASSANOVA OF WELL LIVED MOMENTS IN LIFE
– CAN ALSO BE A TUTOR FOR GREAT TIMES !!! BUT NEVER ……A PUNCTUAL GUY !!!!!

For me it is important to make a good impression so I try to be on time ….most of the times
out of respect for myself and everybody I meet / I hope I don’t sound too old-fashioned if I
say I ENJOY BEING PUNCTUAL !!!!!! Chira Rodica XII B seral
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This is the cocoon of the Metallic Mechanitis Butterfly Chrysalis
from Costa Rica. There are no metals in the chrysalis. It's all organic proteins
and polysaccharides, like chitin. During formation, the material forms what's
called a multilayer: a series of very thin ordered layers. The spacing between
the layers (a few 10s to 100s of nanometers), and the specific properties of the
materials that the layers are made of (index of refraction) determine the
reflective properties of the stack (multilayer interference).
The broad spectrum metallic reflection is often due to a "chirped"
structure, where the layer spacing changes with stack depth. That is, the layer
spacing might be thicker at the bottom and become thinner towards the top.
This phenomenon is called structural color, specifically related to its photonic
properties.

Material given by our biology teacher Maria Volosin.
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our new rubric
Create your own world from household objects

Gives us an insight in pupils’ imagination….!!!!!
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I guess we are too young to really have great achievements or grandiose plans for
the future.
We imagine we have all the time in the world all the possibilities and not so much
the urge to really try any !!!!??? So far I have avoided your question but if I were
quite honest I would admit that my mind wanders along dreams such as becoming
a superstar in movies or in music….!!!!!
These thoughts were shared with us by RADU ANDREEA IX B

By the end of this year I will be able to proud myself with 3 medals in
dancing competitions.
These are my accomplishments so far
and as far as I can see
the sky is the limit for me
since I’m ambitious
and …lucky …..and modest !!!!!!
and for that I would ask permission to remain anonymous ….for now !!!!!!
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We have asked around both teachers and pupils and here is our conclusion

CHEMISTRY THE ETERNAL REASON FOR FAILURE!!!!!

There is no reason to be afraid of any namely the big bad wolf or of Chemistry if you come to school
and learn hard and of course if you don’t go to the woods alone looking for trouble……!!!!!
If you do just the opposite namely –come to school looking for trouble and go to the forest with
books instead of riffles – you can get poor marks and bad wounds!!!!!
Joke aside, nobody should fear anything just because it is considered frightening !!!!
First try it for yourself and then start trembling !!!!! If there is no pain there is no gain!!!!
CONCLUSION :

STOP COMPLAINING AND START LEARNING
7

IT MIGHT BE MORE FUN THAN YOU’VE EVER EXPEXTED !!!!!!!!!!!?????

A PICTURE THAT WE HOPE WILL
MAKE YOUR ACQUINTANCE WITH CHEMISTRY MORE PLEASANT
AND SANTA CLAUS LIKE !!!!!
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TALKING ABOUT OTHER PEOPLE AND HOW THEY SEE YOU HOW THEY ANNOY YOU OR MAKE YOUR
LIFE MISERABLE IS MORE LIKE SOMETHING YOU DO ON THE COUCH OF A THERAPIST THAN IN A
SCHOOL MAGAZINE BUT STILL WE HAVE TRIED TO GET SOME ANSWERS
FOR OBVIOUS REASONS OUR RESPONDENTS PREFER TO REMAIN UNNAMED

I SOMETIMES FEEL BULLIED BY SOME COLLEAGUES
AND I DON’T KNOW HOW TO REACT,
WHETHER TO REPORT IT TO THE HEAD MASTER OR
TO IGNORE IT AND HOPE IT WILL GO AWAY
…..I COULD USE SOME ADVICE !!!!!

I AM MOST OF THE TIMES CONFIDENT ENOUGH IN MY LOOKS AND MY PERSONALITY SO I DON’T
MIND OTHER PEOPLE MAKING FUN OF ME FOR ANY REASON. THEY MIGHT EVEN BE ENVIOUS OR
JUST MEAN I DON’T CARE !!!!!!!
BUT IT IS STILL UNPLEASANT THAT SUCH BEHAVIOUR IS COMMON IN SCHOOL
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M E E T

PUPILS

LIKE YOU ………MORE OR LESsssss

Hello! My name is Andrei Oprea x F,
I’m 16 years old and I am in 10th grade to Anghel Saligny Technical High-School – sportive profile. I
choose this profile because I practice athlete dancing since 2006, and I’m being legitimized to
Sportul Studențesc - University of Bucharest. Although less known as a sport, mostly for boys, I
discovered it when I was 8 years old, I loved it and since that time I dedicated almost all my time to
this dance-sport. It is no definition for dance-sport, but I think that it is a team-sport which implies
a partnership between a boy and a girl, dancers’ couple, who perform using music with different
rhythms, but using specific techniques. Called once social dance or ballroom dance, dance sport
has evolved considerably since the first official world championship held in Paris in 1906. The
technique developed over time, with skill and artistic interpretation, led to a highly disciplined
form of dance, qualifying it finally as a sport. Over time two sections were formed , depending on
the nature and origin of dances : standard section ( slow waltz , tango, vienesse - waltz, slow- fox
and quick - step) and Latin - American section ( samba, cha -cha, rumba and jive).
I prefer Latin American dances that are more dynamic, and express strength and feeling.

Guided by Florentina and Costin Mihaiu coaches, and
training at least three hours a day, I managed to get 25 cups
and 10 medals in national championships and I successfully
graduated each class of dance. When I didn’t win, I trained
much more until I succeeded. Last dance classes A and S are the
hardest, their graduation being made by accumulating points especially in
international competitions. Until then, the practical experience of the dance
floor and technical knowledge acquired in school will help me pass the exam
for dance instructor. In the future I want to be able to transmit to others my
passion for dance. Although it is an expensive sport, dance is something more
than fun, it's a lifestyle, a form of expression and communication.
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MY

DREAM H U E
O S

This little house serves as a teahouse, where visitors can fill their lungs with
the scent of flowers and can drink a delicious and hot tea.

Architect Terunobu Fujimoru thought of this ingenious project to relax the
stressed Japanese. During storms or earthquakes, the tree manages to keep
the house and those who are inside it safe, being extremely robust.
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Original piece of enjoyable homework ……asking pupils
to talk on the subject they really like enjoy and are
expert in ……SO TO SPEAK !!!!!!
GIVEN TO US BY ALINA DUMITRESCU X E
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This time OUR TRADITIONAL
RUBRIC

has asked our students to provide an answer to the question :

H ow

o

w uld you change

traditional sch

ool …..for the better??//

During the years I spent in school I noticed
that there is a lot of useless info which the
teachers feed us with. It is like eating almost
only carbohydrates instead of healthy food.
So, we end up being “fat” teenagers not at all

prepared for real life.
I might be wrong but my teenager brain tells me school should be much more flexible,
adaptable, and always attentive to the next step its pupils are going to take not towards
total failure but for a positive insertion on the work market.
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An important change in the traditional learning system as it is today would be in my opinion a
differentiation of pupils according to their skills and preferences as early as possible. This would prevent
kids from being tormented with activities or subjects they have no aptitudes for and will also enhance
their chances to perform at their best in the field they are good at because everybody is good at
something if you look deep enough.

The future career whatever it might look like will be sustained with more
willingness and even passion if it is something that the individual feels attracted
to than if his parents, teachers or society in general forced him to do.

So, if we put together a team
of bright selectors helped by psychologists
able to perform this difficult task of
discovering each pupil’s best domain for the
right career, school would be a much better,
more efficient and happy place!!!!
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RELATIOSHIPS
–CAN’T DO WITH THEM –CAN’T DO WITHOUT THEM
–EITHER WAY YOU’RE GOING TO GET HURT
BUT MAYBE ALSO WISER AND STRONGER
PREPARED FOR THE NEXT FAILURE OR DISSAPOINTMENT
SOME WISDOM WORDS COLLECTED FOR YOU DEAR READERS
BY CAPRA VALENTIN X A SERAL
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Family Portrait

My MOM and my dream

My favourite sports are basketball, swimming, tennis and skiing. But basketball is
what I have been practicing the most, since 2005. I started playing at my mother and my
godmother's basketball team called "Fram". When I became more skilled, my mother
transferred me to "Olimpia Sports Club". There I spent a lot of time and I learned a lot of
things.
The beginning of 2014 was the last period of time spent there, because my team and
coach were changed.
In March of 2014 my mom transferred me again, from "Olimpia" to "SS2", my present
team and the best so far. At first I was scared of meeting new people, but I realized that I was
too shy.
At my present team I feel like they are my family. I look forward to going to practice
every single day. When we have matches we support each other because we are like sisters
and we love to play basketball and also to win.
I must also tell you about my mother, because she taught me everything that I
know about playing basketball. Why? Because she was an experienced basketball
player, she played at many famous teams, she was in the first five best players in
Romania, she won a lot of matches and championships and last but not least she is my
model, not only in basketball, but in life, too.

These two old photos show my mom (with number 33 on her basketball shoes) and in
the left photo, the tallest player is my coach (20 years older than my mom).
To conclude, I can tell you that my dream is to become like my mom. I could write a
book about my mother's basketball life, but because I do not have enough space and time to
tell the whole story, I will finish here.

SONIA ATANASIU XI E
17

and the pupils of XI C put together a collage of thoughts and drawings
connected with the event
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Valentine 's Day or
Dragobetele this year was

a reason
the Department of English in our school .
with the students of class B XIIa day time ,
teachers of English Ana -Maria Dumitrescu ,
Lascar and Mary- Jane Radulescu decorated
classroom with balloons , hearts and
specific to the moment. Students
participated in activities that enabled
to be more creative , more confident
smiling .
Whether they were good at rhyming,
dance or proved a more advanced
vocabulary in English, participants
felt the holiday spirit . The most
skilled enjoyed the attractive prizes like
Cups with hearts , salt shakers in the shape

for joy for
Together
the
Roxana
the
messages
them
and

of loving couples , fluorescent hearts generously offered by the
teachers……of course with
SINCERE

L

O

V

E

!!!!
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Vanessa-Mae
was just a teenager when her major-label debut, The Violin Player, was released.

This may account for her ability to successfully fuse old-world
classical styles with a contemporary new age sensibility. She comes
out scorching on the Bach classic "Toccata and Fugue in D Minor,"
showing off her world-class talent as a revolutionary violinist.

The new arrangements by producer Mike Batt
added flavorful world music appeal that both
compliments and showcases her masterful skill.
While all ten tracks are performed as
instrumentals, Vanessa-Mae manages to
squeeze every ounce of passion out of a
note, transcending the necessity for lyrics.
Her ability to play off of other instruments
is brought to the forefront on the final
track "Red Hot." She goes toe to toe with
a forceful electric guitar and her fourstring violin leaves the challenging sixstring in the dust.This record will
delight those who are bold enough
to challenge themselves by
listening to a collection of songs
that defy standard genre
classifications.
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A picture worth a thousand words!!!!!

”
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Poems for
eternity

…………More or ……Less !!!!????
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B E G I N N I N G S
My life in basketball world
DANIEL CHIRITA XI E

My name is Daniel Chirita I am seventeen years old and I have been
practicing basket for six years. My story began in third grade in school
when the gym teacher was our coach of the basketball team in free time.
We were not required to choose some activity and everyone did what
he wanted. During a gym class he saw me throwing the ball to the basket
and he asked me if I played basketball before he saw me, my reply was
no and he was surprised. He called me at the court to play with his team
if I want; my answer was yes and we set the date. In the evening when I
arrived at the gym I was surprised by the number of children out there
and I was a little excited.
I settled in and started to come daily and progress, with hard work and
wish I got to be skillful to learn the elements and able to play among the
first. After a while my brother and I got the best team and surpassed
even the largest ones. I started playing easy at Municipal matches and
win every match with ambition and power of team. The year has passed
and the second and third and I and my brother have been selected at a
big team in Bucharest with a powerful name.
It was the 3 rd year of basketball and thanks to outstanding advances I
got to do the next step, I played very well the first year here, I helped the
team and went to No. 2 in the country and I was very excited; the couch
was proud of me . I had a training camp in Serbia in the summer of that
year and after that when the championship began the couch was
different in comparison with last year. Coach was a serious person and
he lost interest in helping us to progress as one of the basic players of
the team betrayed him and gone to rivals, yet that year we won 2nd
place miraculously all due to the assistant coach who did his best to help
us.
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Next year this team was a failure as coach still lost a few players due
to the behavior and those who remained were bored to lose. I chose to
go to another team after the championship started and I missed the
transfer and I played for another team Steaua in Bucharest. Here the
people were fantastic. Everything was well both the principal and the
assistant coach were very good people with character and motivation
and power, one of them was basketball player in league A and he was
experienced. I trained with the team eight months everything was fine
and normal until the team changed coaches. We were divided into two
with another couch because in Romania money makes the rules in sport.
This is the sixth year of basketball. This summer I trained very well and I
had the amazing desire.

I am a winner and I will never get down. I found
something that I can count on in the future and I
will definitely be good and nothing can stop me
from this road, I am on my way!
That was my story. I hope you like it. That’s me
throwing the ball into the basket!!
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O B E N T O –JAPANASE

FRUIT
veggies….!!!!

FUN

WITH

and

Have you ever thought of eating a football for lunch at school? This is what
happens in Japan. Children open their lunchboxes to find rice shaped like
footballs, eggs that look like rabbits or flower-shaped carrots.

This is obento!!!!!
Obento is one of the oldest food traditions in Japan. It is a
special lunch served in a box. Obento boxes have been part of
Japanese society since the 5th century when people used to
take a packed lunch with them to work. Obento has become
very popular since then and these days you can buy it almost
anywhere, at theatres, airports and even at train stations.
Obento usually consists of four parts rice, three parts meat or
fish (fried or grilled), two parts vegetables (pickled, boiled or
steamed) and one part fruit, It should be nourishing and
healthy, but it must look attractive too.
You often see food shaped like flowers animals and sometimes
even cartoon characters! Mothers take great pride in creating
obento for their children to take to school.
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The Japanese have always looked upon the mothers as one of the main influences of a child’s
success. By taking their time to prepare their children’s food they show their love !!!!!
Nursery schools have established regulations for Obento. Food should be easy to eat with
chopsticks or fingers, portions should be small and overall it should be pleasing to the eye. It
should also include food that the child would not normally eat so that they won’t become a fussy
eater.
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THIS NEW RUBRIC BRINGS YOU INFO ABOUT THE START OF …FAMOUS
CAREERS

I started the sport at the age of 8 years old. I started doing
sport because my parents wanted me to practice a sport in
order to consume energy.

Doing this sport I realized that I started to like what I was doing and
I was interested in finding out more about it.
I found out that many of those who practiced this sport like Usain
Bolt became famous; since then I wanted it too.
At my first competition I remember I came in 13 of about
18 children who were competing After the contest my
coach told me that "It is not important to win, but to

participate" and there will be other contests.

Since that time I trained until last year I
came in 4th place in the National.
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A PICTURE WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS.....
TWO PICTURES ACTUALLY

!!!!!!??????!!!!!
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Here is a rather crazy idea when you have lots of time
and even more ….useless corks…….

Put them together and you get a fancy cubic and cubist lamp that is sure to provide you
with valuable points in the Physics class
Idea presented to us by LEFTER ADRIAN X B seral
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Complicated questions / 
SPECIAL History

TEACHERS’ INTERVIEW

Where do kids/people come from??

Well, let’s see what is the answer provided by
mythology or history !!!!!!
Castor and Pollux were born from the egg
Pallas came out of a skull.

Galatea was once a block of stone.
Peresillis who wrote in the tenth century, avers that he grew up out
of the ground where a priest had spilled holy water.
Leucomedon was the son of a cavern in Mount Aetna.
For the famous “THE BIRDS AND THE BEES” ….EXPLANATION
please refer to the Biology department !!!!!!
Material provided by Marinela Stefan and Putineanu Tatiana,
teachers of History
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DEVIL’s DICTIONARY
BELLADONNA
In Italian, a beautiful lady. In English, a deadly poison. A striking
example of the identity of the two languages.

B L A N K- V E R S E
Unrhymed iambic pentameters- the most difficult kind of English
verse to write acceptably; a kind, therefore, much affected by those
who cannot acceptably write any kind.

B R I D E
A woman with a fine prospect of happiness behind her.
CALAMITY
A more than commonly plain and unmistaken reminder that the
affairs of this life are not of our own ordering. Calamities are of
two kinds:
Misfortune to ourselves and good fortunes of others.
35

WE

DARE ‘CAUSE WE

CARE…

CRAZY WORLD CRY FOR HELP !!!!
Empty victories…
Don’t talk to me of empty victories
Or of half remembered wars
When the orphans here are dying
And the rest all bear the scars
Of many years of torment
From a cruel and cold life
Where there is no release
From the beatings and the strife
They live on stinking bedding
And stare with empty eyes
At those who dare look at them
And listen to their cries
They’ve never seen a mountain
As it rises from the sea
Some may never see tomorrow

Unlike you unlike me????
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FUNNY AMBIGUITIES
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P U P I L S’

INTERVIEW

THOUGHTS and ACTIVITIES on the way to school

Most of the pupils we have asked this question admitted that :

They seriously pray for the teacher to have other business and skip the
class where he/she <namely the lazy pupil > is supposed to get checked
out for his/ her homework ….inexistent most of the time !!!!!
They are attracted by stores and spend time buying stuff and consequently
come to school late….not on purpose …..It just happens!!!!
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Poems for eternity
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B E G I N N I N G S
The story of my sportive life, how I ended up doing this lovely sport.

Guta Teodor XI F
It all
started at

gimnazium school when my new sport teacher told us to play a new game. At
first I tought it's a stupid game because it was not so easy to play, but after
three weeks of sport classes I realised that I like this sport.I asked my teacher
where I could learn better this sport and she gave me a phone number from a
profesional club,more precisely Dinamo.When I arrived home I told my
grandma that I would like to start a new sport...handball.
She called at that number and they told her that I could go next day at practice
with the others players.
Next day I was there.I was the first who arrived.That’s how I started first
time...but after five months I quit because I was always tired at school.
But that didn't stop me. In the last year of school I started again...but this
time at Steaua.All was good after a year of trainings I was the best pivot at my
club.Last year me and my team we stopped in the semifinals,I was very uppset.
After five weeks I saw a post on facebook from a club called CSMB it was
from my town...I said that I should try. And that's how now I'm at one of the
best clubs in the country.
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Stories with an unexpected
e n d i n g !!!?

DELIVERED TO US BY PINTILIE CRISTIAN XI C
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ENOUGH IS ENOUGH
Four letters cause me disillusion

OUGH makes phonetic confusion

Four simple letters with four pronunciations make English tough for Asians

OUGH has no logic has no rule

or rhyme or rhythm; it will fool

All who struggle to master expression; English may cause thorough depression !!!!!!
I pour some water in a trough I sneeze and splutter, then I cough
And with a rough hewn bough My muddy paddy fields I plough
Loaves of warm bread in a row
Crispy crusts and doughy dough

Now my final duty to do

poem given to us by
…PANTUC
MUGUREL………………….X C

And then all my chores will all be through
My lament is finished, even though
Learning this word game is really slow
It is so difficult and very rough
Learning English is really tough
If a trough was a truff and a plough was a pluff
If dough was duff and though was thuff
If cough was cuff and through was thruff
I would not pretend or try to bluff, but of OUGH I’ve had

enough !!!!!
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A woman has a figure, a man has a physique
A father roars in rage, a mother shrieks in pique
And female bosses supervise, male bosses boss.

Lads gulp, maids sip
Jacks plunge, Jills dip
Guys bark, dames snap;
Boys punch, girls slap;
Gobs swab, waves mop
Braves buy, squaws shop
A gentleman perspires, a lady merely glows
A husband is suspicious; a wife,
however, knows !!!!
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Guardian Angels-SALIGNY
project
Initiated by Ioana Zlatoianu
Addresses a number of 64 students in our school .
They are orphans by one or both parents or come from poor families .
In this project we have provided five types of activity:
Voluntary Manifestation – in which some of these students will
participate alongside Red Cross volunteers for the distribution of
food to nursing homes and retirement homes; they will promote the
image of the Red Cross in outdoor competitions , and cultural
activities and in the cleaning of green spaces .
Manifestation of communication and counseling , students will
participate in meetings with psychologists for career counseling and
classes of languages monthly with the school teachers
Sports Manifestation –those with the sporting abilities will
participate in competitions with teams of basketball , volleyball,
football within our school
-Other activities may be practicing table tennis or dance lessons helped by the gym
teachers Cultural Manifestation - monthly watching of plays and movies , visits to
museums; we will also organize a mini choir that will participate in a Christmas show
at the House of Children Diaconia.
Practical creative Manifestation, students with practical skills
will participate in workshops of craftsmen such as masonry workshop
, drywall or plaster figurines; those with talent for painting will
participate in the painting workshop led by students Tricia Daniel
and Bacrita Madalina Class XII D.
-In This workshop, students can learn to paint and to decorate
plaster figurines.
Other opportunities would be tailoring and knitwear workshop helped
by volunteers from the School of Fine Arts - Fashion Design
Department ; culinary workshop where they will learn info about
correct nutrition and delicious recipes
-In spring we plan to organize a workshop of gardening in which each
student will plant a flower or a tree for building a green space in
the school yard .
This workshop will be guided by professors from the Faculty of
Horticulture
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the most important person in my life

Family Portrait
Iuliana Manailescu XI E

The family is the most important thing in our lives. The person
who influenced me is my father whom I love very much and
respect. He was the person who supported me and made me smile
in the hardest moments of my life. He was there when I thought
no one will be. He raised me with all the love a parent could give
and I learned from him to be a more calm and good person and
to put all the mean things people throw at me on the side
because life is not always easy. He supported me in my decision
even if there were bad sometimes and I thank him for always
being there for me and provide me with everything a child will
need. Because of him I started the beautiful sport called
athleticism and again because of him I could go through all the
problems life threw at me. And I thank him for all he did for
me, for him being there when I have a problem and needed to
talk with someone .I don't think that words can explain what he
means to me. My father is the most important person in my life,
he’s the strongest and kindest person I’ve ever met.
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On the way home a father remembers that it’s his daughter’s birthday. He stops the car in front of a
toy shop and asks the shop assistant: HOW MUCH is THE BARBIE DOLL IN THE WINDOW ????
The shop assistant answers: W H I C H

B A R B I E WOULD YOU LIKE ???? We have

"Barbie at the gym" - 19,95 euro
"Barbie playing volleyball" - 19,95 euro
"Barbie at shopping" - 19,95 euro
"Barbie at the beach" - 19,95 euro
"Barbie at the dance hall " - 19,95 euro
"Barbie divorcee" - 265,95 euro.
Astonished the man asks: Why all the others cost 19,95 euro, and the "Barbie divorcee" is 265,95
!!!???!!!! The shop assistant answers naturally
“ Because "Barbie divorcee" comes together with
Ken’s villa with swimming pool
Ken’s town car
Ken’s credit cards
Ken’s holiday house

Ken’s 4x4 ,
Ken’s Yacht and his fishing gear !!!!!!????!!!!
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S T O R Y with an U N E X P E C T E D

ENDING….

????  ????
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Enjoyable homework
Daca poti incepe ziua fara cafea,
Daca te poti urni fara medicamente,
Daca totdeauna poti fi vesel , facand abstractie de durerile tale,
Daca te poti abtine sa nu plictisesti altii cu problemele tale,
Daca zilnic poti manca aceleasi mancaruri si poti fi recunoscator pentru ele,
Daca poti intelege , ca cei dragi tie sunt cateodata foarte ocupati si n-au timp
de tine,
Daca poti accepta critica si invinuirea fara suparare si ranchiuna,
Daca poti tolera ignoranta unui prieten si nu-l corectezi in permanenta,
Daca poti sa te porti la fel cu un prieten bogat ca si cu unul sarac,
Daca poti suporta tensiunea fara ajutor farmaceutic,
Daca poti sa te relaxezi fara alcool,
Daca poti dormi fara somnifere,

...atunci probabil esti cainele familiei !!
Dear students try to translate this text into …..English
and into your life style …
…….if possible.!!!!!!!
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World without Engineers

Aeronautical Engineers

Electronics Engineers

Civil Engineers
Communication Engineers

Computer Engineers

Mechanical Engineers /imagined by GHEORGHE
ELENA,from XIII A
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REGRETS….

WHEN I FIRST MET YOU SOMETHING IN ME CHANGED
IT WAS LIKE GOD LAID A HAND ON ME, I FELT BLESSED
DO YOU STILL REMEMBER THE FIRST DAY WE KISSED?
IT WAS THE BEST DAY OF MY LIFE EVER BEFORE
A YEAR HAS PASSED AND WE AREA MAD IN LOVE
IT WAS ME AND YOU VERSUS THE REST OF THE WORLD
THEN SOMETIHNG CHANGED AND WE STARTED TO FIGHT
THE NEXT THREE MONTHS I WAS LOSING MY MIND
YOU THINK I AM HEARTLESS AND I WANT TO HURT YOU
RELAX BABE STOP ACTING LIKE YOU ARE DUMB
I LOVE YOU GIRL AND I CAN SAY IT LOUD
I WAS STUPID AND I KNOW I MADE YOU MAD
IT’S ALMOST THREE AM AND I’M SO VERY LONELY
I KNOW IT’S PROBABLY TOO LATE TO SAY “I’M SORRY”
TAKE YOUR TIME BABE , YOU DON’T HAVE TO HURRY
I’LL ONLY SAY I WANT YOU TO BE THE STAR OF MY STORY

WRITTEN WITH LOVE PASSION AND TALENT BY OUR DEAR STUDENT
GHEORGHE MIRCEA SORIN

XI D
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The European Union and the Human Rights at Saligny

We have celebrated famous figures of the European Union together with lots
of data about the Human Rights by decorating the walls of our highschool
with the projects of our pupils who were asked to find info connected to the
subject.
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This new rubric would like to enlarge your English horizons from the language itself to the fabulous
people who speak it !!!! and their astounding achievements !!!!

$$$$

Did you know that…$$$$

Crick and Watson discovered the structure of the DNA (Deoxyribonucleic Acid) in 1953?
1. Winston Churchill was a leading British politician for over 60 years? Better known for
his premiership during World War II, he played a major role in the peace conferences
after the war.
2. In 1963 the Beatles were soon to become the world’s most successful pop group?
3. The first supersonic airliner, Concorde, an Anglo-French achievement, began service
in 1976?
4. Having an MP for 20 years, Margaret Thatcher became Prime Minister in 1979 and
was known as the ‘Iron Lady’ for her tough right-wing politics? Being re-elected twice,
she became the longest serving prime minister for two centuries.
5. The world wide web (www) was developed in 1989 by Timothy Bernes Lee, a British
computer scientist in Switzerland?
6. Charles and Diana married in 1981 for a 10-year stormy marriage that ended in
separation in 1992? Five years later, the pretty, elegant ‘Lady Di’, also known as
‘princess of the people’ (everybody loved her), died in a car accident in France, in
August 31st.
7. Prince Edward, the Queen’s last child married a young lady looking like Diana in
August 2000?
9. When the Queen Mother died, on the 30th of March, 2002, she had already celebrated
her 101 birthday? She passed away while sleeping at her residence in Windsor Castle, six
weeks after her second daughter’s death (Princess Margaret).
THIS IS ALSO WHAT WE DID WHEN WE PUT TOGETHER INTERESTING DATA ABOUT GREAT BRITAIN
AND PRESENTED TO OUR PUPILS IN A LIVELY FORM CALLED

UK MOZAIC
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HERE ARE SOME PICTURES OF THE EVENT

UK mosaic was a project
organized by the Department of English of our school by the help of which
we wanted to discover and disseminate interesting information about British
culture and civilization. Presentation of the project took place on the 14th
of January 2015 at the Documentation and Information Centre and it
concerned the active involvement of the public represented both by students
and teachers in our school. The activity ended with a short contest with
prizes. It was a team work consisting in the collection and selection of
interesting information, small objects, brochures, billboards meant to
introduce us in the specific atmosphere of UK. Double- decked buses ,
“I ♥ London” bracelets , cups with the face of the Queen , British flags
made with love and craftsmanship by students, specific table for serving
tea or English silver samovar , have all contributed to the success of the
activity which was coordinated by Roxana Lascar Ana-Maria Dumitrescu and
Mary-Jane Rădulescu and hosted warmly by Angelica Vișinescu
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